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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

Now a day’s Cyber security is an important issue to catch. A massive security 

primitive depend on hard challenges that can be computationally solved only by 

mathematical algorithms operations. Differents user authentication methods are used 

for this purpose. There are many drawbacks in alphanumeric passwords that they 

can be guessed very easily or can be hacked. Currently researchers have proposed 

different graphical techniques such as CAPTCHA, PCCP, CaRP,  PassMatrix, VRK, 

OTP & LTP etc. In this paper, we present a new security primitive based on hard AI 

problems, namely, a novel family of graphical password systems built on top of 

Captcha technology, which we call Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRP). CaRP is 

both a graphical password and a Captcha scheme. CaRP addresses a number of 

security problems altogether, such as online guessing attacks, relay attacks, and, if 

combined with dual-view technologies, shoulder-surfing attacks. This section makes a 

deep survey over the many existing systems and thereby makes a comprehensive 

evaluation of the existing techniques making us ready to propose a new technique 

system which eliminate the drawbacks of the previous systems. The paper describes 

and studies different application oriented graphical systems proposed earlier and tries 

to find the loopholes to avoid the attacks. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Text passwords have been widely used authentication 

method for decades. The main objective of the security is 

to create highly non forgeable primitives and 

cryptographic based on hard mathematical arithmetic 

formulations that are computationally intractable. For eg, 

the integer factorization system problem is basic to the 

RSA use of online transactions and online banking  i.e. in 

ERP and E- Commerce have rapidly increased and Using 

difficult AI (Artificial Intelligence) challenges for security 

using Graphical Passwords public-key cryptographic 

system. In the previous decade, the, CAPTCHA system, 

initially design in [7], is an exciting new paradigm. Under 

innovative style, the widely used technique for security 

system invented is Captcha, which differentiate human 

users from computers by showing a challenge, i.e., a 

puzzle and many more systems related. Many idea fail to 

get immunity towards shoulder surfing attacks and there 

for makes the system expose to attacks and thus making 

the password styles insecure and easy to hack. 
Starting form 1999 [3], different graphical password 

schemes include as an option or alternatives to simple and 
easy text-based password authentication. This section 
paper provides analytical overview and comprehensive 
system of published research work in this domain, viewing 
the both the features such as security aspects, usability and 
along with that system opinion. This survey first 
documents the existing or already prevailing approaches, 
innovative and enlightening new  features of the individual 
styles and finding the key features of security advantages 
or usability ease. This paper survey the takes into account 
the usability parameters for knowledge-based 
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authentication and authorization as being applied to 
pictorial secure passwords and detect the security issues 
getting addressed that these techniques must identify and 
analyze, discuss technical problems concerned with 
performance evaluation, and search the research areas for 
further improvement and study. With text based  
passwords or credentials, users try out for unsecure coping 
technique, like making use of exact passwords for different 
transactional accounts to avoid forgetting memorizing 
different passwords and avoiding the passwords for 
different his/her accounts, change in security level cannot 
be alone addressed by the basic technical security of the 
system. Major problems that actually impact significantly 
in real life are about usability of that system. GUI 
(Graphical User Interface) design strategies and 
approaches may intentionally or unintentionally sway 
users’ behavior or tendency towards less secure 
transactional behaviors. Thus these most and powerful 
secure applications system must constraint high GUI 
related constraints based on necessary research work 
including the shortcomings and capabilities of the targeted 
users. In pictorial passwords, human nature for 
memorizing objects or visual passwords will provide 
appropriate and the optimal selection use of high level 
secure and passwords that have very low predictability, 
refraining users from unsecure practices. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A fundamental task in security is to create cryptographic 

primitives based on hard mathematical problems that are 

computationally intractable. The author notice how an 

attacker might predict or infer the hot-spots that are 

examine for using in the dictionary attack (offline). While 

instead of using image processing system technique to 

guess hot-spots, this system rather uses human analyze, 

which totally depends on the people to perform various 

action that computers (at least at the present moment) find 

difficult to perform. Here author process this dataset to 

determine a few sets of points that are more usually and 

commonly considered first, to introduce an attack 

(human-seeded). A human-seeded attack in normal terms 

can be summarized as an attack generate with the help of 

data which is collected from the people. Author produce 

three different predictive pictorial dictionaries (i.e, 

depending upon the recently available data that relates to 

the user’s login system process, gathered from various 

sources than the target database, where the target database 

is nothing but the set of user system passwords which are 

under attack): few based on various paradigms of seeded 

(human-seeded) attacks, and the different based on the 

rule of click-order patterns or styles. After evaluation of 

both study and the database of both the data sets, 

application system of a 10-fold cross-validation analysis 

with the past field study user password database to test 

and train few style of human attack, providing a scenario 

about how good the attacker will be familiar with such 

type techniques. 

 

A. Graphical Passwords: Learning from the first 

twelve years. 

 

In this paper, the existing approaches catalogues first, 

novel features of selected schemes are highlighting and 

key usability or security advantages are identifying. For 

knowledge-based authentication we then review usability 

requirements as they apply to graphical passwords, 

identify security threats that such systems must address 

and review known attacks, related to empirical evaluation 

there discuss methodological issues, and identify areas for 

further research and methodology is improved. 

 

B. The design and analysis of graphical 

passwords 

 

In this paper, to achieve better security than text based 

passwords we propose and evaluate new graphical 

password schemes that exploit features of graphical input 

displays. To decouple the position of inputs from the 

temporal order in which those inputs occur, Graphical 

input devices enable the user and we show that this 

decoupling can be used to generate password schemes 

with substantially larger (memorable) password spaces. 

We devise a novel way to capture a subset of the 

\memorable" passwords in order to evaluate the security 

of one of our schemes that, we believe, is itself a 

contribution. In this work, we are primarily motivated by 

devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) that 

offer graphical input capabilities via a stylus, and we 

describe our prototype implementation of one of our 

password schemes on such a PDA, namely the Palm Pilot 

TM. 

 

C. Visual Authentication Scheme 

 

David Kim et al.[10] proposed a visual authentication 

scheme for tabletop interfaces called Colour Rings, as 

shown in Figure(a) (the figure is extracted from [10]), 

where the user is assigned i authentication (key) icons, 

which are collectively assigned one of the four color-

rings: red, green, blue, or pink. During login, i grids of 

icons are provided, with 72 icons being displayed per 

grid. There is only one key icon presented in each grid. 

The user must drag all four rings concurrently and place 

them in the grid. The distinct key icon should be captured 

by the correct colour ring while the rest of rings just make 

decoy selections. The user confirms a selection by 

dropping the rings in position. The rings are large enough 

to include more than one icon and can thus obfuscate the 

direct observer. 

 
Figure 1: Colours Rings Method 
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D. One Time Password Security Measure 

An OTP (one-time password) [6] is a password as the 

name suggests that is valid scheme for authentication to 

next process of only one login transaction or session with 

the system. OTPs remove a number of shortcomings or 

limitations that are same with alphanumeric old and 

commonly used “static” passwords. The vital limitation or 

shortcoming that is overcome or noticed by OTPs is in 

contrast to generally used alphanumeric static passwords, 

they are not prone or vulnerable to replay attacks. That 

means even a potential intruder who can analyze to record 

an OTP somehow if possible, that was already previously 

used to log into a service or the system or to conduct a 

transaction will not be able to forge it since, it will be no 

longer valid data for transaction. On the other section, 

OTPs are also difficult for us to remember for long time. 

Therefore they require advance technology to work. How 

to generate OTP code and distribute to the individual user? 

OTP distribution and generation algorithms generally 

make use of pseudo randomness. This is necessary 

because if we don’t do so, it would be very easy and 

simple to guess future generated OTPs by analyzing and 

observing the previous ones. Random and concrete OTP 

algorithms vary smartly in their workings. 

 

There are also different ways or mediums to make the 

user aware of the next OTP to use. Some One Time 

Password generation systems [7] use special type 

electronic security tokens or equipment which user take 

and then these systems generate OTPs and show it using a 

small LCD display device. Other OTP generation systems 

consist of various kind of software that runs on the 

client’s or user’s cell phone. But the lasting systems and 

the most secure system to generate OTPs on the server 

side and after that send these OTPs to the user using some 

out-of-band communication channels or mediums such as 

emails or SMS. In some banking activation systems and 

transaction system, OTPs are printed on high secure 

barcoded paper which user has to carry. 

 

Certain type cryptography algorithms in the 

communication system, by their mathematical properties 

cannot be fake by brute-force. Example of this secure way 

is the one time password (OTP) algorithm [7], where 

individual plain text bit has an equivalent and 

corresponding key bit. One-time passwords or OTPs 

depend on the capability to produce the actual new and 

unique random sequence of key bits. A brute force attack 

would gradually show the original decoding, and also all 

the other possible combinations of bits and would have no 

medium of differentiating one from another. A very little 

i.e. 100-byte, one-time-password (OTP) encoded string 

considered for a brute force attack would truly reveal 

every 100-byte string possible, including the original OTP 

as an answer, but with very low probability. Now the 

analysis of one-time password (OTP) algorithm for safe 

and secure transactions over the network available today 

based on email authentication or mobile authentication is 

completed and also the analysis of the possible attacks 

over the one-time password (OTP) algorithms have 

studied.  

 

In the existing one time password [7] OTP algorithm, java 

mobile midlet is  client application and now we further 

assume that the client application runs in client’s 

cellphones/ mobile phones which will be able to receive 

one time passwords (OTP) during login requests. A 

MIDlet is a java based application that prepare use of the 

Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) of the 

technology known by Connected Limited Device 

Configuration (CLDC) for the Java Mobile Environment 

(JME). Typical applications using MIDLets include 

games running on cellphone devices or any other 

handheld devices and mobile phones which have little 

graphical displays, simple alphanumeric or numeric 

interfaces and limited but allowable network access over 

hypertext markup language (HTTP). The whole design 

system resembles the two prime protocols used by Java 

system. In the first stage, the user has to download the 

clients (Java MIDlet) to his cellphone or any other 

handheld devices. After that the client application can 

executes a request to register with both the service 

provider and the server utilizing server system for 

generating one time password and user authentication. 

Previous successful execution of the user activation 

request, the user can run authentication request in future 

for an unlimited no. of times. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 The propose system proposes a new security 

primitive based on hard AI problems, namely, a 

novel family of graphical password systems built 

on top of Captcha technology, which we call 

Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRP).  

 CaRP is both a Captcha and a graphical 

password scheme.  

 Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRP) 

addresses a number of security problems 

altogether, such as online guessing attacks, relay 

attacks, and, if combined with dual-view 

technologies, shoulder-surfing attacks.  

 Captcha as graphical passwords, CaRP password 

can be found only probabilistically by automatic 

online guessing attacks even if the password is in 

the search set. 

 CaRP also provide a novel approach to address 

the well-known image hotspot problem in 

popular graphical password systems, such as 

PassPoints, that often leads to weak password 

choices.  
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Figure2. Proposed system architecture 

 

A. Virtual Random Keyboard: 

Virtual random keyboard is a technique used to avoid the 

shoulder surfing attack by randomly shuffling the 

characters from the QWERTY keyboard so that the 

attacker cannot guess the characters getting pressed while 

typing the password. 

 

 B. Pass Matrix Module: 

Multiple images of different levels of difficulty based on 

log in history of the user and machine is used for 

providing Carp images. The proposed system focuses on 

major attacks such as shoulder surfing and password 

guessing by introducing two major novel techniques: 

 

C. OTP with LTP Authentication: 

One time password is combined long time password. 

These Passwords are sent to user’s mobile via message 

and on emailed via email.OTP is different every time, 

LTP remains constant. 

 

Mathematical Model 

Set theory applied to the project: 

Captcha a graphical password scheme: 

Set (P) = {p0, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8}  

P0=get user registration details  

P1=alphanumeric password for first level 

authentication  

P2=captcha graphical image authentication  

P3=keyboard orientation authentication  

P4= attacker module  

User module:  
Set (R) = {p0,p1,f0,f1}  

f0= Get user Name  

f1=get user password.  

Alphanumeric Password:  
Set (A) = {p1,d0,d1,d2}  

d0= Enter alphanumeric password  

d1= confirm alphanumeric password  

d2=Submit registration details  

CAPTCHA Graphical image authentication:-  
Set (C) = {p1,p2,e0,e1,e2}  

e0= Select Images as graphical passwords  

e1= click of random points on images  

e2=Save the Cued Click points in database.  

Keyboard Orientation Authentication:- 

Set (K) = {p2,g0,g1,g2}  

g0=click keywords on onscreen keyboard  

g1=change keyboard orientation every time  

g2=save the keywords entered.  

Set (C) = { p1,p2,e0,e1,e2}  

Set (K) = { p2,g0,g1,g2 }  

Set (A) = {p1,d0,d1,d2}  

Set (R) = {p0,p1f0,f1} 

 

Vein Diagrams 

(P U R)={ p0, p1,p2,p3,p4,f0,f1} 

 
Figure:3 (P intersection C) = {p1,p2}  

 

 
Figure:4 (P intersection R)= {p0, p1}  

 

 
 

IV. RESULTS 

Results of proposed system are as given below: 

 

 
Figure 3: User’s Login 
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Figure 4: Select Image Pixel Values 

 

 
Figure 5: Enter OTP for Verification 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed CaRP, a new security primitive 

relyingon unsolved hard AI problems. Now, analyzing the 

existing pictorial or graphical login techniques such as 

PCCP or CaRP or CCP OTPs (including cellphone client 

based one time password and Server side generated 

OTPs), the need for some more additional and efficient 

authentication systems gives rise to the improvement of 

the designed system which has two advance features for 

user authentication other than PCCP or CARP. Proposed 

system comprise of the advanced LTP OTP incorporation 

for authenticating user along with OTP and Long term 

password (LTP) backend mathematical calculation and 

Virtual random keyboard for removing shoulder surfing 

attack. Existing systems thereby fail to provide 100% 

efficiency in providing secure and safe graphical 

passwords system and hence are vulnerable to attacks 

such as shoulder surfing attacks and dictionary attacks. 
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